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Fall Out Boy brings out punk edge on new album
Hayley Friedline
Staff Reporter
Pop-punk group Fall Out Boy
exploded out of their four-year hiatus
in February 2013 with their hit single
“My Songs Know What you Did in the
Dark (Light ’Em Up)” and their equally
successful album Save Rock and Roll. With
SR&R sounding so different from Fall
Out Boy’s previous works (incorporating
pop influences and collaborations on
songs), many have been wondering if the
new sound will stay or go. Wondering is
no longer required, however, because the
band’s seventh studio album American
Beauty/American Psycho dropped Jan.
20, and it is obvious that Fall Out Boy is
emphasizing the “punk” in “pop-punk.”
AB/AP opens strong with the
captivating “Irresistible,” which offers a
dominating beat and, for the first time
since fifth studio album, Folie a Deux, a
massive horn section. The title track,
“American Beauty/American Psycho,” is

a prime specimen of the grinding guitars
and frantic anger for which punk is so
well-known. “Centuries” is the lead single
of the record, and for good reason: its
eerie backing vocals and intense energy
demonstrate raw power in song form.
“The Kids Aren’t Alright” is a
nostalgic tune reminiscent of My
Chemical Romance’s similarly-named
single “The Kids from Yesterday,” and
evokes bittersweet memories. However,
“Uma Thurman” is a shocking get-upand-dance number with a resonating beat.
“Jet Pack Blues” has a lonely quality with
lyrics like “She’s singing, ‘baby, come
home’ in a melody of tears / While the
rhythm of the rain keeps time.”
The seventh track, “Novocaine,” is
clearly to AB/AP what “Rat a Tat” was
to SR&R: the punk-metal outlier, too
deliciously angry for its own good. The
explosive “Fourth of July” is joyfully
sad and comfortingly lonely, the song
of perfect contradictions. “Favorite
Record” has a romantic air to it and
could almost be described as optimistic.

The album version of
“Immortals”
offers
a slightly different
sound than the version
featured in Disney’s Big
Hero 6 with identical
vocals but darker
instrumentals. Finally,
“Twin
Skeleton’s
(Hotel in NYC)” leaves
one nostalgic for what
he or she never had
and lonely without it,
perfectly finishing out
the album.
Overall, American
Beauty/American
Psycho is the perfect
blend of soul-voiced
frontman
Patrick
Stump’s Save Rock and
Roll vocal style, the
punk energy of the EP PAX-AM Days
released in autumn 2013, the raw emotion
of the second studio album, Take This to
Your Grave, and the metaphor-laden lyrics

of the band’s 2009 album Folie a Deux.
With this intense mixture, Fall Out Boy
has once again exceeded expectations and
created nothing less than a masterpiece.

American Sniper shoots up box office Benny and Joon a
Tristin Butler
Staff Reporter
In American Sniper, director Clint Eastwood unfolds
Navy SEAL Chris Kyle’s story as one of America’s most
famous snipers
in a fantastic
film that led the
box office in its
opening month.
Bradley
Cooper, starring
as Kyle, does a
tremendous job
of showing the
many sides of
Kyle the soldier,
caring brother,
loving father and
husband.
The
movie
begins
with
Kyle in Iraq
overlooking
a
worn-out
building,
awaiting
a
possible conflict
between
the
Marines and a
local woman and
her son. Then,
suddenly the film
takes us back to
Kyle’s childhood
in Texas. As a

young man, he developed great shooting skills and was a
protective brother. The flashback also shows Kyle’s brief
rodeo career, which leads him to join the Navy SEALs.
Soon after enlisting, Kyle marries Taya and is
deployed to Iraq. At this point, the movie goes back to
the scene where Kyle overlooks the
Marines.
In the rest of the movie,
Eastwood explores the horrors of
war and the toll it takes on not only
the men and women who serve our
country but on their families as
well.
The film examines the difficulties
of veterans assimilating back into
everyday life, as Kyle overcomes
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
by teaching other veterans how to
sharpshoot. Kyle has some success
returning to civilian life, and he
makes friends with other vets.
All seems to be going well, but
the film shows that war and its
aftermath are Hell. The movie’s
ending will leave everyone silent.
This is one of the best recent war
movies, giving audiences an inside
look at war from a soldier’s view
and his struggles with life on the
home front.
American Sniper brought in
more than $90 miliion during
its nationwide opening
weekend and has continued
to do well since.

must-see oldie
Tristin Butler

Staff Reporter
Released
in
1993, Benny and
Joon, the early ’90s
classic
starring
Johnny
Depp
and Mary Stuart
Masterson from
the movie Fried
Green Tomatoes, is
a heartwarming,
funny romantic
comedy.
A
fantastic
film to watch
with family and
friends, this movie
is about Joon
(Masterson) who is diagnosed with a mental illness,
and Benny, Joon’s older brother, who finds it hard to
keep a housekeeper for Joon.
One night, Joon plays a game of poker. The deal
was for Joon and the people she is playing to give up
important items. One of the bets made was a cousin.
Unfortunately, Joon loses, so, to hold up her end of
the deal, she gains Sam (Depp). Sam is a strange but
humorous person who first helps watch over Joon but
soon falls in love with her.
This movie is a classic because it shows that
everyone finds love and that some find it in different
ways. This movie would be good to buy or rent for a
rainy day.

